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Abstract
During the 2020 U.S. Presidential primary season, we measured candidate support and cognitive and interpersonal variables associated with political ideology among 831 U.S. participants. Cognitive style variables included openness to experience, active open-minded thinking, dogmatism, and preference for one right answer. Interpersonal variables were compassion and empathy. We modeled candidate support across the political spectrum, ranging from the most conservative to the most liberal (Trump, Bloomberg, Biden, Warren, Sanders), testing competing pre-registered predictions informed by the symmetry and asymmetry perspectives on political ideology. Specifically, we tested whether mean levels on the variables of interest across candidate supporters conformed to patterns consistent with symmetry (i.e., a curvilinear pattern with supporters of relatively extreme candidates being similar to each other relative to supporters of moderate candidates) vs. asymmetry (e.g., linear differences across supporters of liberal vs. conservative candidates). Results broadly supported the asymmetry perspective: Supporters of liberal candidates were generally lower on cognitive rigidity and higher on interpersonal warmth than supporters of conservative candidates. Results and implications are discussed.
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Non-Technical Summary

Background
The 2020 U.S. Presidential Primaries offered unique research opportunities because this race was characterized by a large number of Democratic candidates, some of whom were relatively liberal for U.S. politics.

Why was this study done?
We used this opportunity to address the ongoing asymmetry vs. symmetry debate. This debate concerns whether the key psychological difference between people regards the content of their political views (conservative vs. liberal) or the extremity of their views.
What did the researchers do and find?
We focused on cognitive variables representing rigidity and interpersonal variables tapping warmth. In the study, 831 U.S. participants indicated their support for 2020 Primary candidates, and completed measures of cognitive rigidity (openness to experience, active open-minded thinking, dogmatism, preference for one right answer), and interpersonal warmth (compassion, empathy). Generally, we found support for the asymmetry perspective: Supporters of extreme liberals tended to be lowest on cognitive rigidity and highest on interpersonal warmth. Trump supporters were highest on cognitive rigidity and lowest on interpersonal warmth. Supporters of moderates were in the middle of these two groups on the respective variables.

What do these findings mean?
In contrast to the symmetry perspective, these data do not suggest that extreme liberals and extreme conservatives are more similar than they are different. However, given the potential idiosyncrasies of U.S. politics and the 2020 election, it is important to test similar predictions in other cultural and historical contexts.

The U.S. 2020 Democratic Presidential primary included candidates representing a range of left-wing political views. It thus offered an opportunity to test for psychological differences across supporters of a range of candidates from the relatively far left end of the spectrum (i.e., Sanders and Warren) vs. support for those closer to the center (e.g., Biden and Bloomberg), vs. those on the right (Trump supporters). This context provided an ecologically valid opportunity to address the ongoing asymmetry vs. symmetry debate in political psychology. The asymmetry perspective holds that psychological characteristics share linear associations with political views, for example that cognitive rigidity should be lowest among the most liberal and increase as people become more conservative. In contrast the symmetry perspective focuses on the extremity of views, regardless of their content. From this perspective, extremists should be similarly high on characteristics such as cognitive rigidity, with moderates differing from both groups (U- or inverted U-shaped curves). The presence of relatively extreme left-wing candidates in the Democratic field allowed for a comparison of supporters of candidates along the political spectrum to test these competing predictions.

In the current study, we collected data following Super Tuesday, measuring candidate preferences as well as cognitive and interpersonal characteristics that have been shown to relate to political ideology. We tested competing predictions informed by the asymmetry debate. The asymmetry perspective would suggest supporters of far-left Democratic candidates should differ from supporters of moderates, who would in turn differ from Trump supporters. In contrast, the symmetry perspective would suggest that supporters of moderate candidates should differ from both supporters of Trump and relatively extreme Democratic candidates, who should both show psychological similarities to each other. Below, we further detail these predictions, the rationale behind them, and how the 2020 primaries allowed us to test these predictions in a unique way.

Political Ideology and The Symmetry Debate
Conservatism is commonly defined along two dimensions: Resistance to change, and opposition to equality (Jost, 2006). Liberalism is defined by the opposite end of these spectrums (preference for change and equality). According to the Theory of Conservatism as Motivated Social Cognition (Jost et al., 2003), people with enhanced sensitivity to threat and uncertainty in the environment are predisposed to epistemic, existential, and relational motives. These social-cognitive motives produce behaviors to reduce uncertainty, defend the existential self, and share reality with others, leading to the rationalization of self-interest and the status quo. These, in turn, predispose individuals to endorsing political conservatism. According to such perspectives, the correlates of conservatism are asymmetrical, showing a linear relationship across the political spectrum. For example, the asymmetry perspective holds that openness to experience is negatively associated with conservatism (a prediction that is empirically supported, Carney, Jost, Gosling, & Potter, 2008).

Alternatively, the ideological extremity hypothesis (i.e., symmetry perspective; see Greenberg & Jonas, 2003) predicts curvilinear patterns, with extremity of belief (rather than its content) being associated with similar characteristics. From
this perspective, for example, openness to experience should be negatively associated with ideological extremity such that those at either extreme should be lower on this construct than those who are moderate (forming an inverted U-shaped curve across the political spectrum).

Much research in political psychology has shown support for the asymmetry perspective (see Jost, 2017 for a review) although some recent research has also demonstrated support for the symmetry perspective (reviewed below). Notably, important methodological differences characterize research supporting these two perspectives. Research supporting asymmetry has relied on correlational methodology and measures of personality characteristics (e.g., Zmigrod, Rentfrow, & Robbins, 2020). In contrast, most of the research supporting the symmetry perspective is experimental. In our view, these two perspectives may not be entirely mutually exclusive. From a personality psychology perspective, theories such as motivated social cognition may explain psychological antecedents and outcomes of right-wing ideology. From a social psychology perspective, it is possible that, despite these dispositional differences, liberals behave in similar ways to conservatives depending on context.

The present research advances this debate by offering a complementary methodological approach to studying these issues: Testing for asymmetries vs. symmetries as a function of voter preferences. Because a great deal of research addressing the symmetry debate has considered cognitive and interpersonal variables as correlates of political ideology, we focused on these two types of variables. We next briefly review the contemporary scientific understanding of these relationships from each perspective.

Cognitive Asymmetry vs. Symmetry

Accumulated empirical research, spanning over 70 years, supports the asymmetrical rigidity of the right hypothesis (Adorno et al., 1950/1982; Jost, Sterling, & Stern, 2018; Tetlock, 1983; see Jost, 2017 for a review) that right-wing ideology is associated uniquely with constructs reflecting cognitive rigidity. For instance, conservatism is related negatively to openness to experience (Carney, Jost, Gosling, & Potter, 2008) and active open-minded thinking (Yilmaz & Saribay, 2017) and positively related to dogmatism (Choma et al., 2012), need for cognitive closure (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996), intolerance of ambiguity (Van Hiel, Onraet, & De Pauw, 2010), and personal need for structure (Altemeyer, 1998), and these differences may have biological underpinnings (Hibbing, Smith, & Alford, 2013).

From the symmetry perspective, we would expect that extremity (rather than content) of political views accounts for differences in cognitive style. Some research supports this view. For instance, extreme liberals and extreme conservatives engage in similar levels of motivated reasoning to defend their pre-existing views (Ditto et al., 2019; Gampa et al., 2019) and similarly may avoid exposure to dissenting opinions (Frimer et al., 2017; although this may not be the case on Twitter, where liberals are more likely to share ideologically incongruent information, Barberá, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, & Bonneau, 2015). Likewise, some research suggests that the low integrative complexity typically associated with conservatism is, in fact, domain specific (Conway et al., 2016), and that liberals and conservatives engage in equal amounts of motivated disbelief depending on the topic (Campbell & Kay, 2014). Those with extreme political identities show greater cognitive inflexibility (Zmigrod et al., 2020) and both extreme liberals and conservatives show lower metacognitive awareness (Rollwage et al., 2018).

In the current study, we assessed openness to experience, active open-minded thinking, dogmatism, and preference for one right answer as measures of cognitive style. We tested competing predictions informed by the asymmetry and symmetry hypotheses by examining these constructs among supporters of leftist (Sanders/Warren), moderate (Biden/Bloomberg) and right-wing (Trump) candidates in the 2020 primaries.

Interpersonal Asymmetry vs. Symmetry

From the asymmetry perspective, interpersonal empathy and warmth likely share a negative linear relationship with conservatism. Research shows that liberalism is associated positively with constructs reflecting interpersonal warmth. For example, focusing on the Five Factor Model of personality, political ideology shares a nuanced relationship with agreeableness. Conservatism is positively associated with the facet of agreeableness that involves politeness and conformity while liberalism is positively associated with the facet of agreeableness reflecting compassion and kindness.
(Hirsh, DeYoung, Xu, & Peterson, 2010). Likewise, liberals tend to experience greater motivation to empathize and are more successful at empathizing with others than conservatives (Hasson, Tamir, Brahms, Cohrs, & Halperin, 2018).

Although most existing research in the interpersonal domain supports the asymmetry side of the debate, some research does suggest symmetry. For example, liberals and conservatives similarly dislike each other (Toner et al., 2013). Liberals and conservatives also show similar levels of bias against ideologically dissimilar others (e.g., Crawford et al., 2017). However, an important caveat in interpreting these findings through the lens of symmetry is that such symmetry appears to be limited to the ideological domain. Right-wing ideology is uniquely associated with various forms of hostility to dissimilar others or prejudice (Onraet et al., 2015), including racism (Brandt & Reyna, 2014), sexism (Sibley et al., 2007), homophobia (Crawford et al., 2016; Stefurak et al., 2010), and xenophobia (Thomsen et al., 2008; Weise et al., 2012); and no research has demonstrated curvilinear relationships between political ideology and these variables. Instead, research supporting symmetry for interpersonal variables is experimental and typically operationalizes prejudice as ratings of warmth towards ideologically similar vs. dissimilar targets. Although these studies tend to show similar patterns among liberals and conservatives, with each indicating cold feelings towards ideologically dissimilar targets, differences tend to be more pronounced among conservatives than liberals (reflecting a J rather than U shaped curve). When dispositional measures of prejudice are included in these studies, conservatism remains positively related to them.

In the present study, we measured compassion and empathy to test whether these broad dispositional interpersonal orientations towards others showed asymmetrical or symmetrical patterns for supporters of candidates across the political spectrum. Because we view the evidence reviewed above as stronger for cognitive (vs. interpersonal) symmetry, we expected that if evidence supporting symmetry were observed, it would be more likely for the cognitive domain (openness, active open minded thinking, dogmatism, preference for one right answer) than the interpersonal domain. Further, because evidence of interpersonal symmetry is somewhat less compelling, particularly due to the methodological issues highlighted above, we expected to observe asymmetrical patterns for compassion and empathy across supporters of relatively liberal vs. moderate vs. conservative candidates.

**Asymmetry vs. Symmetry in the 2020 Primaries**

The current research was designed to contribute to the symmetry debate in a unique way. We tested competing predictions informed by the symmetry and asymmetry perspectives using correlational methodology and personality measures in the context of a real-world behavior, voting. Specifically, rather than test for linear vs. curvilinear relationships between measures of political ideology and psychological characteristics, we tested for mean-level differences on psychological characteristics among voters favoring relatively liberal vs. conservative candidates (asymmetry) and supporters of ideological extreme vs. moderate candidates (symmetry). This approach allowed us to examine whether psychological variables associated with support for conservative, liberal, and ideologically extreme candidates showed patterns more consistent with the asymmetry or symmetry hypothesis.

---

1) For example, Chambers, Schlenker, and Collisson (2013) argue they find evidence of symmetrical outgroup prejudice among liberals and conservatives. The evidence supporting this prediction is that 170 liberals and conservatives (operationalized as scores above vs. below midpoint on a single-item measure of political ideology) show greater warmth (on a feeling thermometer) towards targets who share their own ideology, compared to those who do not. However, the magnitude of the difference between evaluations of in-group vs. out-group targets among liberal and conservative participants is striking (almost 3 times stronger for conservatives). For conservative participants, the difference between warm ingroup evaluations, M (SD) = 3.86 (0.48) and cold outgroup evaluations, M (SD) = 2.57 (0.65) was 1.29. For liberals, it was 0.49. ingroup M (SD) = 3.48 (0.58) vs. outgroup M (SD) = 2.99 (0.66). This pattern indicates more of a J than U shaped curve. The same pattern is present in all 3 original studies, including data from ANES. Additionally, conservatism measures were positively and strongly related to different measures of racism in all 3 studies.

2) In this study, we also included an ideological category of variables. These included measures of economic system justification and anomie. Because these have not generally been the focus of the asymmetry vs. symmetry debate, in line with a reviewer recommendation, we present full results in the Supplementary Materials (pp. 3-11). To summarize briefly, Sanders and Warren supporters were lower than Biden and Bloomberg supporters. Supporters of all Democrats were lower than Trump supporters. Anomie is broken down into two facets: Breakdown of social fabric, and breakdown of leadership. Supporters of Sanders and Warren were relatively high on the belief in the breakdown of social fabric, and unlike supporters of moderates, did not differ from Trump supporters on this construct (implicating symmetry). Results for breakdown of leadership showed a linear pattern with supporters of Sanders being highest, and supporters of Trump being lowest.
In the Democratic primary, Sanders and Warren represented the far left (and campaigned on positions that were atypically liberal among Democratic candidates in the U.S.; Martin, 2019). Relative to Sanders and Warren, Biden was closer to the center, and Bloomberg was perhaps the most moderate or centrist (Detrow, 2019). Examining mean-level scores on the variables of interest among supporters of these candidates provided a way to examine whether constructs associated with liberalism change linearly as the candidate supported was further left, or if, instead, we might see similarities on the extremes of political views and differences between extremists and moderates (the symmetry view suggesting curvilinearity).

As an example, the asymmetry perspective suggests that dogmatism should have a positive and linear relationship with conservatism (Choma et al., 2012). Thus, in the context of the 2020 primaries, dogmatism should be highest among Trump supporters, lower among more moderate Biden/Bloomberg supporters, and lowest among relatively liberal Sanders/Warren supporters. In contrast, the symmetry perspective suggests dogmatism should have a curvilinear relationship with conservatism such that it is highest both among those who are the most conservative and the most liberal. Thus, in the 2020 primaries, dogmatism should be similarly high among Trump supporters as well as supporters of Sanders/Warren, and should be lowest among moderates (supporters of Biden/Bloomberg).

Before presenting the study, we note that the placement of candidates along the political spectrum is not always straightforward, especially at the far-left end. Sanders and Warren both were relatively progressive in the Democratic field. Warren’s proposed policies, voting record, and positions on issues such as immigration, climate, healthcare and economic justice qualified her as the most liberal candidate (Detrow, 2019), according to an analysis by a political grass-roots organization (Phelps, 2019). Although Warren may well have been the most liberal candidate from these objective indicators, a nationally representative survey of more than 40,000 voters showed that Sanders was perceived as the most liberal candidate (followed sequentially by Warren, Biden, Bloomberg, then Trump, see Broockman & Kalla, 2020, pp. 7-8). In our presentation of the results of our analyses, we place Sanders at the far-left end of the political spectrum.

Similarly, due to the realities of the 2020 primary, Donald J. Trump was the only conservative candidate included in these analyses. Whether Trump represents conservatism per se, is less important to this study than that he was, certainly, more conservative than the democratic field. Note, as well, that, like the decision to place Sanders to the left of Warren, this decision is inconsequential with regard to the conclusions we might draw. Because we focus on mean differences across candidate supporters, any differences between Warren and Sanders supporters or among the supporters of democratic candidates can certainly exist apart from their differences with Trump. Any such differences can still be interpreted through the lens of asymmetry vs. symmetry.

Overview and Predictions

After Super Tuesday, 2020, participants indicated the candidate they supported in the primaries and completed measures of cognitive and interpersonal characteristics. Below we summarize the pre-registered predictions (Supplementary Materials):

The competing hypotheses tested in this study are illustrated in Figure 1. According to the asymmetry hypothesis (top panel Figure 1), supporters of leftist candidates (Sanders/Warren) should be lowest on cognitive rigidity (high openness to experience, high active open minded thinking, lower on dogmatism and low preference for one right answer), and highest on interpersonal warmth (high compassion, and high empathy). Supporters of centrist candidates (Biden/Bloomberg), should in turn also be lower on cognitive rigidity, and higher on interpersonal warmth than Trump supporters. The symmetry hypothesis (bottom panel Figure 1) suggests the same pattern for centrists (Biden/Bloomberg) vs. Trump supporters, but the opposite pattern for leftists (Sanders/Warren) vs. centrists (Biden/Bloomberg). Specifically, according to this perspective, Biden and Bloomberg supporters should be lower on cognitive rigidity and higher on interpersonal warmth than Sanders and Warren supporters. Additionally, Sanders, Warren and Trump supporters should show similar levels on variables reflecting cognitive rigidity and interpersonal warmth.
Method

Participants

We recruited 831 participants in an online study conducted on Cloud Research on March 3, 2020, following Super Tuesday, when many U.S. states hold primary elections. The candidate holding the lead after Super Tuesday often secures the eventual nomination. At this point in the primary season, many Americans had voted for a candidate, and the race was salient due to widespread media coverage. Because Super Tuesday occurred before the primary season ended, Americans from some states had not yet voted for a primary candidate. However, the timing of Super Tuesday was advantageous for our purposes because a broad spectrum of Democratic candidates remained in the race.

The sample we collected was 45.2% women, 59.6% White/European American, 28.5% Black/African American, 5.7% Latinx, 3.8% Asian American, 1.0% Native American, and 1.4% indicated “other.” Age, $M (SD) = 28.19 (11.90)$ ranged from 19 to 75. Modal education was a Bachelors. Median income was $50,001–$75,000. This sample was younger, more educated, and more racially diverse than national Democrat and Republican voters (see Supplementary Materials, p. 19). Although this was not a nationally representative sample, research using this platform during the 2016 Presidential Election showed the same pattern of results as nationally representative data during that period (see Womick et al., 2019). Because this study was focused on understanding relationships between constructs (how cognitive rigidity and interpersonal warmth relate to liberalism), rather than accurately predicting an election outcome, national representativeness was a less important methodological consideration than theoretical relevance and strong measurement (Mook, 1983).
Measures

All measures, data, code, and the data analysis plan can be found at the link for the pre-registration.

Cognitive

We measured cognitive dispositions associated with conservatism and liberalism. For openness to experience, we administered 48 items from the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 1992), \( M (SD) = 4.49 (0.72), \alpha = .91 \). We measured active open-minded thinking with The Actively Open-Minded Thinking Scale (Haran, Ritov, & Mellers, 2013; “Allowing oneself to be convinced by an opposing argument is a sign of good character”), \( M (SD) = 4.73(1.20), \alpha = .64 \). Dogmatism was measured using 7 items from Altemeyer’s (2002) DOG scale (e.g., “Flexibility in thinking is another name for being wishy-washy”), \( M (SD) = 3.06 (0.90), \alpha = .64 \).

We measured the preference for one right answer using items pooled from measures of intolerance of ambiguity (Stanley Budner, 1962; 2 items: “An expert who doesn’t come up with a definite answer probably doesn’t know too much,” “The sooner we all acquire similar values and ideals, the better”); the Social Conformity vs. Autonomy Scale (Feldman, 2003; “If we cannot achieve agreement on our values, we will never be able to keep this society together”), and the Epistemic Belief Inventory– Certain Knowledge (Schraw et al., 2002; “If two people are arguing about something, at least one of them must be wrong”); in addition to three face valid items created for the purposes of measuring this construct (“There is usually one right answer to problems; I tend to prefer having one right answer, rather than valuing a variety of approaches to an issue; I believe there is usually one right way of doing things”). Thus, 7 items tapped preference for one right answer, \( M (SD) = 4.20 (1.54), \alpha = .93 \).

Interpersonal

We included two measures of interpersonal orientation, the 16-item Compassion Scale (Pommier, Neff, & Tóth-Király, 2020; e.g., “I like to be there for others in times of difficulty”), \( M (SD) = 5.30 (0.87), \alpha = .87 \); and the 16-item Toronto Empathy Questionnaire (Spreng, McKinnon, Mar, & Levine, 2009; e.g., “It upsets me to see someone being treated disrespectfully”), \( M (SD) = 4.93 (1.09), \alpha = .90 \).

Finally, participants were asked whether they planned to vote for President Trump (\( n = 425 \)), or participate in the Democratic Primary. If participants indicated they would participate in the Democratic Primary (or had already done so), they were asked for whom they intended to vote (or for whom they had voted). Options included Elizabeth Warren (\( n = 50 \)), Bernie Sanders (\( n = 172 \)), Amy Klobuchar (\( n = 8 \)), Pete Buttigieg (\( n = 10 \)), Michael Bloomberg (\( n = 42 \)), Joe Biden (\( n = 91 \)), and “other” (\( n = 5 \)). Because Klobuchar and Buttigieg ultimately endorsed Biden, we collapsed supporters of all three candidates, who will be presented subsequently as Biden supporters (\( n = 109 \)) (note, we conducted post-hoc robustness checks, and results were the same regardless of whether Klobuchar and Buttigieg were included, see Supplementary Materials, Table S8, pp. 20-21). Participants who did not select a candidate or indicated they would not vote were excluded from multivariate analyses (\( n = 42 \)).

Results

See the Supplementary Materials (Table S1, p. 2) for correlations among measures. We created a categorical variable with 5 levels, reflecting support for each candidate (Sanders, Warren, Biden, Bloomberg, Trump) ranging from most liberal to most conservative.

To test our predictions, we submitted all variables to a general linear model using the candidate preference as the independent variable (bootstrapped with 1000 resamplings), controlling for gender, ethnicity, age, education, and income. This model allowed us to estimate the mean (adjusted for demographic factors) for each group of candidate supporters, and examine Bonferroni corrected comparisons across supporters of each candidate, on each variable. Table 1 shows the results.\(^1\)
Biden supporters were higher than Trump supporters (\(p\)'s < .001), except Bloomberg supporters did not differ from Trump supporters or each other. Biden supporters did not differ from other Democrat supporters. Thus, as shown in the top panel of Figure 2, Democratic candidates were uniformly higher on openness to experience than Trump supporters (with the exception of Bloomberg), consistent with the asymmetry perspective. Those on the left were highest on this variable, and those on the right were lowest.

### Active Open-Minded Thinking

Warren supporters were highest on active-open minded thinking, significantly differing from Trump (\(p = .001\)), Bloomberg (\(p = .002\), and Biden supporters (\(p = .028\). They did not differ significantly from Sanders supporters (despite a relatively large mean difference). Sanders supporters were significantly higher on active open-minded thinking than Trump supporters, and Bloomberg supporters (\(p\)'s = .001 and .016, respectively), and did not differ from the other candidates. Biden supporters were higher than Trump supporters (\(p = .001\), but did not differ from Bloomberg supporters. Bloomberg supporters did not differ from Trump supporters (\(p = .042\).

As the bottom panel of Figure 2 shows, the patterns of means might suggest symmetry for active-open minded thinking. Means increased from the right-wing (Trump supporters) to the left-wing (Warren supporters), then on the far left, dipped among Sanders supporters. Bearing in mind that our placement of Sanders to the left of Warren is debatable, the pattern might be viewed as a weak J-shaped curve across the right-left continuum.

3) When the results of this model indicated a variable to be uniquely associated with support for a given Democratic candidate relative to other Democrats, we followed-up with logistic regression, regressing support for that candidate (vs. other Democrats) on the variable of interest, controlling for demographics and the other target variables. Interested readers can find these follow-up analyses in the Supplementary Materials (pp. 12-17).
Dogmatism

Sanders, Warren, and Biden supporters were significantly lower on dogmatism than Bloomberg (all p’s < .008) and Trump supporters (all p’s < .002), and did not differ from each other. Bloomberg and Trump supporters did not differ from each other. The patterns of means shown in Figure 3 (top panel) strongly support asymmetry for dogmatism.
One Right Answer

Trump supporters were significantly higher on preference for one right answer than supporters of all Democratic candidates (all \( p \)'s = .001), who did not differ from each other. Although differences were not significant, supporters of Democrat candidates showed a similar pattern to that for active open-minded thinking. Figure 3 (bottom panel) shows that the means on this variable trended downward across the candidates before increasing again among Sanders supporters, leaving open the possibility of symmetry.

Interpersonal Variables

Compassion

Trump supporters were lower on compassion than supporters of all Democratic candidates (\( p \)'s ranged from .002 vs. Sanders to .038 vs. Warren), except Bloomberg. Supporters of Democratic candidates did not differ from each other on compassion. This pattern, shown in Figure 4 (top panel), supports the asymmetry hypothesis.

Empathy

Empathy was significantly higher among supporters of all Democratic candidates (excluding Bloomberg) than among Trump supporters (\( p \)'s ranged from .001 for Sanders to .036 for Warren). Bloomberg supporters did not differ from Trump supporters. Democratic candidate supporters did not differ from each other. As Figure 4 (bottom panel) shows, means showed an ascending pattern from the right to left, supporting the asymmetry perspective.

Discussion

The current research examined psychological variables underpinning political ideology as a function of candidate support in the 2020 Presidential Primaries. We tested competing predictions informed by the asymmetry and symmetry hypotheses. Patterns of significance and means across the candidate spectrum generally supported the asymmetry
hypothesis. Although no significant effects emerged in support of the symmetry perspective, in the cases of active open-minded thinking and the preference for one right answer, the patterns across the candidate spectrum may hint at the possibility of symmetrical relationships.

Conservatism and The Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Debate

The present results largely support asymmetrical theories of ideology, particularly the Theory of Conservatism as Motivated Social Cognition (Jost et al., 2003). Consistent with past research (e.g., Altemeyer, 1998; Carney, Jost, Gosling, & Potter, 2008; Choma et al., 2012; Kruglanski & Webster, 1996; Van Hiel, Onraet, & De Pauw, 2010; Yilmaz & Saribay, 2017), openness to experience, active open-minded thinking, (low) dogmatism, (low) preference for one right answer, compassion, and empathy were higher among supporters of liberal candidates, and lower among Trump supporters. Future research might use correlational and experimental methodology to test whether symmetries across the political spectrum are stronger for some categories of variables (e.g., cognitive dispositions) than they are for others (e.g., interpersonal orientation).

Certainly, the strong support for asymmetry (and lack for support for symmetry) on interpersonal constructs highlights the issue noted previously with regard to operationalizing interpersonal variables. Specifically, research supporting interpersonal symmetry has shown only that extreme liberals and conservatives are similarly cold towards ideologically dissimilar others (e.g., Crawford et al., 2017). At the same time, research has demonstrated repeatedly that conservatism is positively associated with validated measures of intolerance—ranging from racism to homophobia—and no curvilinear relationship between these variables and ideology that would support the symmetry hypothesis (e.g., Sibley, Wilson, & Duckitt, 2007; Weise et al., 2012). The present study adds to this body of evidence by showing that personality traits indicating interpersonal warmth—compassion and empathy—likewise show no symmetrical pattern among moderate vs. relatively extreme liberal and conservative voters.

Overall, this study failed to provide support for the symmetry hypothesis, however the pattern of means for cognitive variables may hint at the possibility of symmetry. Active open-minded thinking most strongly demonstrated this pattern, but the trends for openness to experience, dogmatism, and preference for one right answer were similar. These variables showed patterns similar to a weak J-shaped (or inverted J) curve across the candidate spectrum. Such a possibility would be consistent with the relatively stronger support for cognitive (e.g., Ditto et al., 2019) rather than interpersonal symmetries (e.g., Crawford et al., 2017) in previous research.

Liberalism

Political psychological research has almost exclusively focused on understanding conservatism as a problem over the last 70 years, viewing psychology as the solution to it (e.g., Adorno et al., 1950/1982). In this tradition, liberalism is typically operationalized as low scores on measures of conservatism. It is theoretically unclear if liberal ideology results from low levels of epistemic, existential and relational needs that produce conservative ideology, or if instead there may be other relevant needs that primarily drive liberalism. Past research has shown that comparing Republican primary voters in 2016 revealed unique correlates of support for Donald J. Trump (Womick et al., 2019). Might comparing cognitive and interpersonal variables across supporters of various candidates in the 2020 Democratic primary might help to illuminate potential differences among liberals? The present results suggest the answer to this question is, no. Indeed, in the present study, few variables distinguished supporters of different Democratic candidates from each other. One exception was that active open-minded thinking was uniquely high among supports of Warren, compared to other Democratic candidates.

Although supporters of Bloomberg did not significantly differ from supporters of other Democrats on these constructs, mean estimates for this group often looked more similar to Trump supporters than supporters of other Democrats. These results may suggest Bloomberg supporters were more similar to mainstream conservatives than liberals, consistent with evaluations by policy experts and everyday Americans of Bloomberg as the most conservative candidate among Democrats (Broockman & Kalla, 2020; Detrow, 2019; Phelps, 2019). These patterns likely occurred due to several factors, including the absence of competitors in the Republican primaries, the lack of certainty regarding a frontrunner among Democratic primary candidates, and some similarities between Bloomberg and Trump as wealthy
businessmen. We otherwise failed to identify unique constructs distinguishing supporters of different Democratic candidates occupying different stances across the liberal spectrum.

The lack of differences among supporters of Democratic candidates is consistent with research operationalizing liberalism as low scores on conservatism (rather than as a distinguishable but non-orthogonal construct, e.g., Choma et al., 2012). In other words, supporters of Democratic candidates appear to inhabit the opposite pole of the spectrum from supporters of Republicans, not just on political ideology, but on interpersonal warmth, and cognitive rigidity. In particular, interpersonal warmth (compassion and empathy) was unexpectedly uniform across supporters of Democratic candidates. Variables tapping interpersonal orientations may be definitional of liberalism broadly, and may not be useful to understanding moderate vs. extreme liberalism.

One implication of the present study is that the search for symmetry in interpersonal dimensions does not appear to be a fruitful direction for future research. Certainly, if research continues to pursue this direction, it is important to theoretically specify why symmetry is observed only for ratings of warmth vs. coldness of ideologically dissimilar others, and not general interpersonal hostility or warmth. Our findings with regard to interpersonal variables are consistent with the asymmetrical link between conservatism and prejudice.

With regard to cognitive variables, although patterns across the candidate spectrum were not statistically significant, these were not as uniform as those for interpersonal variables. It is possible that with larger sample sizes, these mean differences would have reached statistical significance. Continuing to consider differences in cognitive dispositions (as well as other yet-to-be specified constructs) among supporters of relatively moderate vs. extreme liberal candidates in the future may help us understand support for Democratic candidates in the U.S., the nature of liberalism, and the meaning of ideological extremity. These results also suggest that if symmetries across the political spectrum exist, they are more likely to be observed for cognitive rather than interpersonal dispositions. Taken together, these results allow for the possibility that interpersonal warmth may distinguish left vs. right ideology, and cognitive variables may distinguish moderate vs. extreme ideology.

Limitations

An important consideration in interpreting the present results is restriction of range for liberalism. The Republican party is relatively conservative compared to other right-wing parties around the world (Norris, 2020). The U.S. Democratic party is arguably moderate compared to other liberal parties globally (Norris, 2020). While Sanders and Warren ran on revolutionary platforms for U.S. politics (Martin, 2019), their views would not be considered so progressive in other cultural contexts. Ultimately, these differences point to the possibility of a restriction of range on the left-wing of the political spectrum in the U.S. Thus, it may be fruitful for future research testing symmetries across the political spectrum to focus on cultural contexts outside of U.S. politics. Symmetries (particularly cognitive ones) may be more likely in more liberal cultures, as others have noted previously (see Jost et al., 2003, pp. 342-343).

Similarly, relative to other fields, political psychology is subject to history effects. Certainly, the idiosyncratic candidates in this study may present one such effect. The most extremely liberal candidates who ran in the 2020 primary may not have been as ideologically extreme as the most extreme conservative candidate (potentially reflecting the restriction of range issue detailed above). This feature of the primaries may have limited our ability to find support for the symmetry hypothesis.

Trump was an atypical candidate. Likewise, his supporters are atypical in psychologically meaningful ways. Specifically, when compared to supporters of 2016 Democrats, Trump supporters showed higher social dominance orientation and right-wing authoritarianism (e.g., Azevedo, Jost, & Rothmund, 2017; Choma & Hanoch, 2017; Ludeke, Klitgaard, & Vitriol, 2018), a pattern observed in every Presidential election since 1964 (Jost, West, & Gosling, 2009, pp. 105-106). However, when compared to supporters of other 2016 Republican candidates, Trump supporters differed only on group-based dominance and authoritarian aggression, and did not differ from them on anti-egalitarianism, authoritarian submission, or authoritarian conventionalism (Womick et al., 2019). Thus, Trump supporters systematically differ from supporters of other Republicans, but they are not qualitatively different. Notably, many supporters of other Republicans in 2016 likely transitioned to Trump support once he won the nomination, and may be included in the current sample of Trump supporters. Thus, we do not believe Trump’s atypicality dramatically affected the current results.
More broadly, an important consideration is that even if Trump supporters are atypical for conservatives in the U.S., the asymmetry and symmetry hypotheses make essentially the same predictions for conservatism. As shown in Figure 1, the main focus of this debate has been whether or not our understanding of extreme liberalism needs to be revised. For instance, existing work has not focused on showing extreme conservatives are similarly non-prejudiced/non-dogmatic as extreme liberals, but instead that extreme liberals are similarly intolerant of ideological dissimilarity / dogmatic as extreme conservatives (e.g., Crawford et al., 2017; Ditto et al., 2019). Thus, comparisons of supporters of moderate Democrat candidates to relatively extreme Democrat candidates speak most directly to this debate.

One final limitation on the inferences that can be drawn from the present results is that the data were not nationally representative, as is evidenced by the fact that our sample showed highest support for Bernie Sanders compared to the rest of the Democratic candidates (inconsistent with the eventual outcome of the primary). However, as the central focus of this study was not the psychological factors that would predict the winner of the election, but understanding how cognitive and interpersonal dispositions predict support for candidates across the left-wing of the political spectrum, we view the large number of Sanders and Warren supporters in these data as a strength.

In light of the above considerations, it is crucial that evidence provided by this study is considered as making an initial but by no means definitive contribution to the mounting literature on the symmetry vs. asymmetry debate. Future researchers might take advantage of primaries (and local elections with a range of candidates in each party) to test similar predictions (ultimately using meta-analytic approaches to synthesize and evaluate these as a whole). Only with substantial rigorous evidence, considered over many elections, occurring over time, and including appropriate measures can a clear view of the psychological variables underpinning support for relatively extreme vs. moderate candidates be brought into focus. The current study represents one step in that direction.

**Conclusion**

We tested competing predictions informed by the asymmetry and symmetry hypotheses in the context of the 2020 U.S. Presidential Primaries. Results more strongly supported the asymmetry hypothesis: Supporters of Democratic candidates were lower on cognitive rigidity and higher on interpersonal warmth than Trump supporters. Additionally, supporters of Democrats did not differ from each other in a manner that would support the symmetry hypothesis. However, these data open the possibility that extreme ideology may be characterized by cognitive rigidity, and left-right differences may be characterized by differences in interpersonal orientation.
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- Via the PsychArchives repository: Supplementary Materials. The Supplementary Materials present additional analyses outside of the scope of the main text. These include correlations among variables, examination of ideological and attitude constructs among supporters of each candidate (economic system justification, and anomie), as well as logistic regressions designed to evaluate unique predictors of support for each candidate. We also evaluate similarity of our sample to national Democratic and Republican voters, as well as whether including Buttigieg and Klobuchar supporters under the Biden category affected our results.
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